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Date Opponent 
8/29/08 at Denison 
8/30/08 GENEVA 
* 9/5/08 at Roberts Wesleyan 
* 9/6/08 at Houghton 
+ 9/12/08 vs Southern Wesleyan 
+ 9/13/08 BETHEL 
'' 9/16/08 at Mt. Vernon Nazarene 
9/20/08 at #25 Wittenberg 
* 9/23/08 SHAWNEE STATE 
'' 9/27 /08 MALONE 
9/30/08 URBANA 
10/4/08 MARIAN 
'' 10/10/0 at #14 Notre Dame 
'' 10/14/0 WALSH 
,., 10/18/0 at Daemen 
'' 10/25/0 POINT PARK 
,·, 10/28/0 OHIO DOMINICAN 
* 10/31/0 at Rio Grande 
# 11/19/0 SPRING ARBOR 
2008 Men's Soccer 
Cedarville Game Results (FINAL) 
All games 



















































Att. Goals scored 




275 Matt Niemiec (Tim Green) 
560 James Twinem (Jason Heuer) 
Matt Niemiec (Joseph Mueller;Jason Heuer) 
Matt Niemiec (unassisted) 
125 -
310 -
280 Matt Niemiec (Ryan Hyde) 
Joseph Mueller (Matt Niemiec;Kyle Segebart) 
Camden Bonardi (unassisted) 
Matt Niemiec (Kyle Segebart) 
Joseph Mueller (Jason Bender) 
Joe Potter (penalty kick) 
415 Joseph Mueller (Jason Cunningham;James Twinem) 
Matt George (unassisted) 
James Twinem (unassisted) 
Joe Potter (James Twinem;Jordan Clark) 
Kyle Segebart (Matt George;Jordan Leach) 
215 James Twinem (Matt Niemiec) 
Matt Niemiec (Jordan Leach;Jason Cunningham) 
Jordan Leach (Matt George;Camden Bonardi) 
Jason Cunningham (Ryan Chaney) 
1075 Joseph Mueller (unassisted) 
Matt Niemiec (Tyler Scott) 
119 -
315 Matt Niemiec (Joseph Mueller) 
Matt George (Joseph Mueller) 
75 Jason Cunningham (unassisted) 
James Twinem (Joseph Mueller) 
Kyle Segebart (Jason Cunningham) 
Ryan Hyde (Kyle Segebart) 
Matt VandeKopple (Matt George) 
175 James Twinem (unassisted) 
Matt Niemiec (James Twinem) 
Joseph Mueller (unassisted) 
Toby Dewhurst (penalty kick) 
Jason Bender (Ryan Hyde) 
325 James Twinem (Matt George) 
Matt Niemiec (James Twinem) 
60 Ryan Hyde (unassisted) 
Ryan Hyde (Joe Potter) 
75 Matt Niemiec (Luke Griffith) 
Jason Cunningham (James Twinem;Matt Niemiec) 
Matt Niemiec (Camden Bonardi;James Twinem) 
